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Abstract
In this paper we further develop the theory of one sided shift spaces
over infinite alphabets, characterizing one-step shifts as edge shifts of
ultragraphs and partially answering a conjecture regarding shifts of
finite type (we show that there exists shifts of finite type that are
not conjugate, via a conjugacy that is eventually finite periodic, to an
edge shift of a graph ). We also show that there exists edge shifts of
ultragraphs that are shifts of finite type, but are not conjugate to a
full shift, a result that is not true for edge shifts of graphs. One of the
key results needed in the proofs of our conclusions is the realization of
a class of ultragraph C*-algebras as partial crossed products, a result
of interest on its own.
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1 Introduction
Symbolic dynamics is one of the most important areas in dynamical
systems and is usually concerned with a finite alphabet A, spaces of
infinite sequences AN or AZ in A, and subspaces of AN or AZ which
are closed under the shift map. Over the last decades there has been
many generalizations proposed for the infinite alphabet case (see [8]
for an overview). Recently Ott, Tomforde and Willis, see [8], proposed
a generalization ΣA of A
N which can be identified with the set of all
finite sequences in A (including an empty sequence) together with the
infinite sequences in A. Subshifts in this case are then taken to be
closed subsets Λ ⊂ ΣA invariant under the shift which satisfy the so
called “infinite extension property”, which guarantees that Λ contains
infinite sequences and is determined by its infinite sequences.
The approach in [8] for one sides shifts over infinite alphabets (from
now on called OTW approach) was taken with an eye towards the in-
terplay with C*-algebras of infinite graphs and a comprehensive study
of such shifts and morphisms between them is presented in [8], along
with two conjectures left open. One of the conjectures regarded the
existence of M + 1 step shifts that are not conjugate to an M step
shift, which we proved to be true in [2], and the second one, namely the
existence of shifts of finite type that are not conjugate to an edge shift
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of a graph is the motivating question behind this paper. It is interest-
ing to note that recently there has been a lot of activity regarding the
OTW approach for shifts over infinite alphabets. In particular Curtis-
Hedlund-Lyndon type theorems were proved in [4] and [9], two sided
shift spaces over infinite alphabets were defined in [5] and semigroup
structures over OTW shifts were studied in [3].
In the course of our attempts to prove the conjecture regarding
shifts of finite type we realized that the theory of ultragraphs (ultra-
graphs are generalizations of graphs introduced by Mark Tomforde,
see [10]) would be helpful, as it would provide a link between dynam-
ical systems and C*-algebras, hopefully working as the link between
one sided shift spaces and graph algebras explored in [8]. So we intro-
duce edge shifts associated to ultragraphs in Section 3, where we also
show that the class of ultragraph edge shifts coincide with the class of
1-step OTW shift spaces. Furthermore, assuming that there exists a
conjugacy between the edge shift of the graph E and a shift of finite
type, we give a partial description of E and, under the additional hy-
pothesis the the conjugacy is eventually finite periodic preserving (a
mild condition we define in Section 3), we show that the graph E is
a bouquet of loops and therefore the associated edge shift is the full
shift. This is as far as we are able to proceed using only topological
dynamics arguments.
To further develop the solution of our problem we envisioned the
use of the interplay between Dynamical Systems and C*-algebras. The
main idea is to prove that if two edge shifts from ultragraphs are con-
jugate then their ultragraph C*-algebras are isomorphic and hence so
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are their K-theory. So if a SFT (given as the edge shift of an ultra-
graph) is conjugate to the edge shift of a graph, then the ultragraph
C*-algebras associated should be isomorphic and hence have the same
K-theory. We alert the reader that we were not able to prove that
ultragraph C*-algebras are invariant under conjugacy of ultragraph
edge shifts in full generality, but instead we were able to prove it for
a class large enough for our purposes regarding the SFT conjecture.
Furthermore, to prove the invariance for this class of ultragraphs, we
realize these ultragraph C*-algebras as partial crossed products, a re-
sult we believe to be of interest on it own.
Now, by the results from section 3, we know that the edge shift of
a graph that is conjugate, via a eventually finite periodic preserving
conjugacy, to a shift of finite type must be a full shift. Hence, to prove
the SFT conjecture (for finite periodic preserving conjugacies), all we
need is to find an edge ultragraph SFT whose associated ultragraph
C*-algebra has K-theory different from the K-theory of the ultragraph
(in this case graph) C*-algebra associated to the full shift.
We notice that if conjugacy preserves shifts of finite type, that is,
the image of a shift of finite type by a conjugacy is also a shift of
finite type, then we can drop the eventually finite periodic preserving
condition in our results, as the theory developed in section 3 would
then readily imply that an edge shift of a graph conjugate to a shift
of finite type must be the full shift. Unfortunately we do not know
the answer to this question and leave it open: If X is a shift of finite
type and φ : X → Y is a conjugacy, is Y a shift of finite type?
A final interesting observation we derive from the consideration
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of ultragraph C*-algebras is that, differently from edge shifts from
graphs, there exists ultragraphs edge shifts of finite type that are not
conjugate to a full shift.
Below we describe the organization of the paper:
As we already mentioned, in section 3, we study ultragraph edge
shifts. In section 4, building from ideas in [1] for Leavitt path alge-
bras, we realize a class of ultragraph C*-algebras as partial crossed
products C*-algebras and, using partial actions theory, show that, for
a class of ultragraphs, conjugacy between ultragraph edge shifts im-
plies isomorphism of the ultragraph C*-algebras associated. Finally,
in section 5, we present two examples of shifts of finite type, given as
the edge shift of an ultragraph, such that the K-theory of the ultra-
graph C*-algebras associated has torsion and hence it is different from
the K-theory of the ultragraph C*-algebra associated to the full shift,
therefore proving the existence of shifts of finite type not conjugate,
via a eventually finite periodic preserving conjugacy, to an edge shift
of a graph. Since the examples we construct are shifts of finite type,
the arguments in this section also prove that there exists ultragraphs
edge shifts of finite type that are not conjugate to a full shift. To make
the paper as self contained as possible we recall the OTW approach
and ultragraph C*-algebras in a background section, which we present
below.
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2 Background
2.1 One sided shift spaces over infinite alpha-
bets
In this subsection we recall the OTW approach to one sided shift
spaces over infinite alphabets as in [8].
Given a set (alphabet) A, define a new symbol, say Ø, which will
indicate the empty sequence and let ΣfinA := {Ø}∪
⋃
k∈N
Ak and ΣinfA :=
{(xi)i∈N : xi ∈ A ∀i ∈ N}. We say that Σ
fin
A is the set of all finite
sequences over A, while ΣinfA is the set of all infinite sequences over A.
The full shift over A is the set
ΣA :=


ΣinfA if |A| <∞
ΣinfA ∪ Σ
fin
A if |A| =∞.
Given x ∈ ΣA we define l(x) (also denoted by |x|) as the length of x,
which is equal to k if x ∈ Ak and equal to ∞ otherwise.
Next we recall the basis for the topology in ΣA. Given x =
(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Σ
fin
A , x 6= Ø, and a finite set F ⊂ A, we define a
generalized cylinder set of ΣA as Z(x, F ) := {y ∈ ΣA : yi = xi ∀i =
1 . . . , k, yk+1 /∈ F}. If x = Ø then we let Z(Ø, F ) = {y ∈ ΣA : y1 /∈
F}.
If F = ∅ we will denote Z(x, F ) just by Z(x). Notice that Z(x)
coincides with the usual cylinders which form the basis of the product
topology in ΣinfA , while Z(Ø, F ) is a neighborhood of the empty se-
quence Ø. It is proven in [8] that the collection of generalized cylinder
sets defined above forms a basis for a topology in ΣA consisting of
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compact open sets. The full shift space over A is defined as ΣA with
the topology above and in [8] it is proved that ΣA is zero dimensional
(that is, it has a basis of clopen sets) and compact.
The shift map σ : ΣA → ΣA is defined as follows:
σ(x) =


Ø if x = Ø or x ∈ A1
(xi+1)
k−1
i=1 if x = (xi)
k
i=1 ∈ A
k
(xi+1)i∈N if x = (xi)i∈N ∈ Σ
inf
A .
We will be particularly interested in special subsets of ΣA, which
are named shift spaces. We say that Λ ⊆ ΣA is a shift space over A if
the following three properties hold:
1 Λ is closed with respect to the topology of ΣA;
2 Λ is invariant under the shift map, that is, σ(Λ) ⊆ Λ;
3 Λ satisfies the ‘infinite-extension property’, that is, for all x ∈ Λ,
with l(x) < ∞, the set {a ∈ A : xay ∈ Λ for some y ∈ ΣA} is
infinite.
Notice that, by Proposition 3.8 of [8], Λinf is dense in Λ.
In symbolic dynamics, an equivalent way to define a shift space is
via a set of forbidden words: Let F ⊂
⋃
k≥1
Ak,
Xinf
F
= {x ∈ ΣinfA : no subblock of x is in F}, and
Xfin
F
= {x ∈ ΣfinA : there are infinitely many a ∈ A
for which there exists y ∈ ΣinfA such that xay ∈ X
inf
F
},
where a subblock of x means an element u ∈ ΣfinA such that x = yuz
for some y ∈ ΣfinA and some z ∈ ΣA. Now, define XF as X
inf
F
∪Xfin
F
.
It is proven in [8], theorem 3.16, that Λ is a shift space if and only if
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Λ = XF for some F ⊂
⋃
k≥1
Ak.
Following [8], we say that Λ is a shift of finite type, SFT, if we can
take F having only finitely elements.
Finally recall that a map φ : Λ→ Y , where Λ ⊆ ΣA, Y ⊆ ΣB are
shift spaces over alphabets A and B respectively, is a conjugacy if, and
only if, it is bijective, continuous, shift commuting and l(φ(x)) = l(x)
for all x ∈ Λ.
2.2 Ultragraph C*-algebras
Ultragraph C*-algebras were introduced by Tomforde in [10]. Here
we recall the main definitions and relevant results.
Definition 2.1 An ultragraph is a quadruple G = (G0,G1, r, s) con-
sisting of two countable sets G0,G1, a map s : G1 → G0, and a map
r : G1 → P (G0) \ {∅}, where P (G0) stands for the power set of G0.
Example 2.2 Let G be the ultragraph with a countable number of
vertices, say G0 = {vi}i∈N, and edges such that s(ei) = vi for all i,
r(e1) = {v3, v4, v5, . . .} and r(ej) = G
0 for all j 6= 1. We can represent
this ultragraph as in the picture below.
t
>
>
v1
t
v2
t
v3
t
v4 . . .
. . .
. . .
e1
e2
Before we define the C*-algebra associated to an ultragraph we
need the following notion.
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Definition 2.3 Let G be an ultragraph. Define G0 to be the smallest
subset of P (G0) that contains {v} for all v ∈ G0, contains r(e) for
all e ∈ G1, and is closed under finite unions and nonempty finite
intersections.
Definition 2.4 Let G be an ultragraph. The ultragraph algebra C∗(G)
is the universal C∗-algebra generated by a family of partial isome-
tries with orthogonal ranges {se : e ∈ G
1} and a family of projections
{pA : A ∈ G
0} satisfying
1. p∅ = 0, pApB = pA∩B , pA∪B = pA+pB−pA∩B, for all A,B ∈ G
0;
2. s∗ese = pr(e), for all e ∈ G
1;
3. ses
∗
e ≤ ps(e) for all e ∈ G
1; and
4. pv =
∑
s(e)=v
ses
∗
e whenever 0 < |s
−1(v)| <∞.
Remark 2.5 The ultragraphs we use to prove theorem 5.5 satisfy con-
dition (L), that is, every loop has an exit (a loop α := α1 · · ·αn has
an exit if there is either an edge e ∈ G1 such that s(e) ∈ r(αi) and
e 6= αi+1 for some i, or there is a sink w with w ∈ r(αi) for some i).
Under this condition the Cuntz-Krieger uniqueness theorem, which we
state below, holds.
Theorem 2.6 [10, Theorem 6.7] Let G be an ultragraph that satisfies
condition (L) and let pi be a representation of C∗(G) such that pi(PA) 6=
0 for all A ∈ G0. Then pi is faithful.
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3 The edge shift of an ultragraph
In [8] a comprehensive study of shifts of one sided shift spaces over
infinite alphabets is presented. In this section we further develop the
theory, by introducing ultragraph edge shift spaces.
Let G = (G0,G1, r, s) be an ultragraph. Consider the set of edges
as the alphabet, that is, let A = G1 and let ΣA denote the full shift as
in section 2.1.
Definition 3.1 Let G = (G0,G1, r, s) be an ultragraph and let G∞ =
{(xn)n∈N ∈ A
N : s(xi+1) ∈ r(xi) ∀i ∈ N}, that is, G
∞ is the set of all
infinite paths in G. The edge shift associated to the ultragraph G (also
called the ultragraph edge shift of G) is the closure of G∞ in ΣA.
Remark 3.2 When G is a graph then the definition above reduces to
the definition of an edge shift given in [8].
It was shown in [8] that each edge shift of a graph is a 1-step shift,
but the converse does not hold (see [8, 5.16] and [8, 5.18]). With the
notion of ultragraph edge shifts we can completely characterize 1-step
shift spaces:
Proposition 3.3 Each ultragraph edge shift is a 1-step shift and each
1-step shift is an ultragraph edge shift.
Proof. Let Y = G∞ be the edge shift associated to an ultragraph G.
We will show that Y a 1-step shift space. For this let F ⊆ ΣG1 be
defined by
F = {ef : e, f ∈ G1, s(f) /∈ r(e)}.
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Recall that XF = X
inf
F ∪X
fin
F , where
XinfF = {x ∈ Σ
inf
G1
: no subblock of x is in F }
and
XfinF = {x ∈ Σ
fin
G1
: there are infinitely many a ∈ G1
such that xay ∈ XinfF for some y ∈ Σ
inf
G1
}.
By [8, 3.14], XF is a 1-step shift space. Furthermore, by [8, 3.8], X
inf
F
is dense in XF and, since XF is closed, we have that X
inf
F = XF . Now
notice that G∞ = XinfF , so that Y = G
∞ = X infF = XF and hence Y
is a 1-step shift space.
For the converse, consider an alphabet A and let XF be a 1-step
shift space, where F ⊆ ΣA is a set of words of length 2. Let G =
(G0,G1, r, s) be the ultragraph defined by G0 = {va : a ∈ A}, G
1 = A,
and for all a ∈ A, s(a) = va and r(a) = {vb : ab /∈ F}. By definition
G∞ = {(xn)n∈N ∈ A
N : s(xi+1) ∈ r(xi)} and by the first part of this
proof G∞ is in fact a shift space. Furthermore,
G∞ = {(xn)n∈N ∈ A
N : s(xi+1) ∈ r(xi) ∀i ∈ N} =
= {(xn)n∈N ∈ A
N : vxi+1 ∈ {vb : xib /∈ F}∀i ∈ N} =
= {(xn)n∈N ∈ A
N : xixi+1 /∈ F ∀i ∈ N} = X
inf
F ,
and it follows from [8, 3.9] that G∞ = XF . 
Since each graph E is an ultragraph, each edge shift of a graph is
an edge shift of an ultragraph. Moreover, by the previous proposition
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and by [8, 5.18], there are edge shits of ultragraphs which are not edge
shifts of graphs and so we get that
{ edge shifts of graphs } ( { edge shifts of ultragraphs }.
Next we further characterize ultragraph edge shifts. For this let,
for each n ∈ N, n > 0, Gn be the set of all paths of length n, that
is, the set of all the words α1....αn such that s(αi+1) ∈ r(αi) for each
i ∈ {1, ..., n − 1}.
Proposition 3.4 Let G be an ultragraph and XG be the associated
edge shift. Suppose that for each e ∈ G1 there exists a vertex in r(e)
which is not a sink. If G1 is finite then XG = G
∞ and if G1 is infinite
then
XG = G
∞ ∪ {Ø} ∪ {α ∈
∞⋃
n=1
Gn : s−1(r(α)) is infinite}.
Proof. By definition, XG = G∞. If G
1 is finite then G∞ is closed, and
so XG = G
∞. Now suppose G1 is infinite. First we show that
XG ⊇ G
∞ ∪ {Ø} ∪ {α ∈
∞⋃
n=1
Gn : s−1(r(α)) is infinite}.
Note that Ø ∈ XG because there are infinite edges in G
1 and, for
each edge e ∈ G1, there exists an element (xn)n∈N ∈ G
∞ such that
x1 = e (since for each f ∈ G
1, r(f) contains some vertex which is
not a sink). Moreover, for α ∈ Gn such that r(α) contains sources of
infinitely many edges, let {e1, e2, e3, ...} be a set of such edges and,
for each edge en, let x
n ∈ G∞ be such that xn = (α1, ..., α|α|, en, ...).
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Then the sequence (xn)n∈N converges to α.
Next we show that
XG ⊆ G
∞ ∪ {Ø} ∪ {α ∈
∞⋃
n=1
(G1)n : s−1(r(α)) is infinite}.
Let (xn)n∈N ⊆ G
∞ be a sequence converging to x ∈ ΣG1 . If |x| =∞
then, as usual, x ∈ G∞. Suppose that 0 < |x| < ∞ and s−1(r(x)) is
finite. Let F = s−1(r(x)). Then the generalized cylinder Z(x, F )
contains some xk (since (xn)n∈N converges to x) and so x
k
1...x
k
|x| =
x1...x|x| and x
k
|x|+1 /∈ F , which is impossible, since s(x
k
|x|+1) ∈ r(x
k
|x|) =
r(x). 
3.1 Conjugacy between shifts of finite type and
edge shifts.
Next we give some characterizations of a graph such that the as-
sociate edge shift is conjugate to a shift of finite type.
Lemma 3.5 Let X be a shift of finite type over an infinite alphabet
A. Suppose that X is conjugated to an edge shift YE, of a graph E.
Then all elements of length one in YE, seen as edges in the graph,
have the same range. Furthermore, except for possibly a finite number
of elements, length one elements in YE are loops with the same range.
Proof. Let ϕ : X → YE be a conjugacy. First we show that, for each
e, f of length one in YE, we have that r(e) = r(f) in E
1.
Since ϕ is a conjugacy, for each e, f of length one in Y there are
a, b ∈ A such that ϕ(a) = e and ϕ(b) = f . Since X is of finite type,
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we can chose infinite distinct elements cn ∈ A, n ∈ N, such that
xn := acncncn... ∈ X and yn := bcncncn... ∈ X, for each n ∈ N. Then
the sequences (xn) and (yn) converge to a and b, respectively. Now,
notice that for each n ∈ N, ϕ(xn) = ϕ(acncncn...) = a
nϕ(cncncn...),
where an ∈ E1, and, since ϕ(xn) converges to ϕ(a) = e, we have
that an = e for each n greater than some n0. Hence ϕ(acncncn....) =
eϕ(cncncn...) for n ≥ n0. Analogously, there exist n1 ∈ N such that
ϕ(bcncncn...) = fϕ(cncncn...) for n ≥ n1. In particular, for m ≥
max{n0, n1}, since eϕ(cmcmcm...) ∈ YE and fϕ(cmcmcm...) ∈ YE , we
have that r(e) = s(ϕ(cmcmcm...)) = r(f).
Next we show that almost all elements (except maybe a finite num-
ber of then) of length one in YE are loops with the same range.
Let {ai} be an enumeration of the alphabet A, and let ei = ϕ(ai).
Since ϕ is a conjugacy every element of length one in YE is equal to
an ei for some i. Since X is a SFT, there exists N such that for all
n > N the element a1an belongs to X. Notice that the sequence
(a1an) converges to a1. Therefore, since ϕ is a conjugacy, there exists
M > 0 such that, for all j > M ,
ϕ(a1aj) = ϕ(a1)ϕ(aj) = e1ej .
Hence, for all j > M , r(e1) = s(ej) and, since we already have that
r(e1) = r(ej) for all j, we obtain that ej is a loop for every j > M . 
To further characterize a graph whose associated edge shift is con-
jugate to an SFT we need an extra condition on the conjugacy. We
define this now:
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Definition 3.6 Let X be a shift of finite type over an infinite al-
phabet, Y a shift space and φ : X → Y a conjugacy. We say that
φ is eventually finite periodic if there exists p ≥ 2 such that, for all
periodic element of period p, say x = x1 . . . xpx1 . . . xp . . ., we have
that φ(x1 . . . xp) = φ(x)1 . . . φ(x)p (where φ(x)i denotes the i entry of
φ(x)). We call p the period of φ.
Proposition 3.7 Let X be a shift of finite type over an infinite alpha-
bet A. Suppose that X is conjugated, via an eventually finite periodic
conjugacy, to an edge shift YE, of a graph E. Then E is a bouquet of
loops and YE is the full shift.
Proof. Let {ai}i∈N be an enumeration of the alphabet of X and
φ : X → Y be an eventually finite periodic conjugacy, with period p.
Then each element of length one in YE can be written as ei := φ(ai).
By proposition 3.5 we have that r(ei) = v, for all i, and there exists
N0 such that, for all i ≥ N0, the edge ei is a loop with range v.
Suppose that there exists eK that is not a loop. By proposition
3.5 we have that r(eK) = v. Since X is a SFT, there exists N > 0
such that, for all n > N the element aKanaK is in X. Since the
sequence (aKanaK) converges to aK , and φ is a conjugacy, there exists
M > N > 0 such that, for all n ≥ M , φ(aKanaK) = eKbneK , where
bn is an edge in E such that s(bn) = r(eK) = v and r(bn) = s(eK).
Now, consider the element of period p in YE given by
y = eKe
n
N0
bMeKe
n
N0
bM . . . ,
where enN0 denotes n times the edge eN0 and n is such that n+2 = p.
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Let x = a1a2 . . . apa1 . . . ap . . . be such that φ(x) = y. Since φ
has period p we have that φ(a1 . . . ap) = eKe
n
N0
bM . This implies that
φ(ap) = bM and hence s(eK) = r(bM ) = v = r(eK), a contradiction.
Therefore every ei is a loop with range v.
Finally, if (ei) is a sequence in YE and one of the ei, say eK , belongs
to YE, then eK is a loop with source v. Hence r(eK−1) is also v, what
implies that eK−1 is also a loop. Proceeding in this fashion we see
that every ei, for i ≤ K, is a loop with range v. Now, if none of the
ei belongs to YE, let x = (ai) in X be such that φ(x) = (ei). Then
x can be approached by a sequence of elements of finite length, for
example, a1, a1a2, a1a2a3, . . . , and hence the image of this sequence
by φ approaches y, a contradiction, since y can not be approached
only by elements of finite length. 
4 Realization of a class of ultragraph
C*-algebras as partial crossed products
Let G = (G0,G1, r, s) be an ultragraph with no sinks such that G
1
is infinite, s−1(r(e))C = G1 \s−1(r(e)) is finite for each e ∈ G1 and, for
each v ∈ G0, s−1(v) is finite or s−1(v)C is finite. In this section, we
realize the C*-algebra associated to G as a partial crossed product (see
[6] for a detailed introduction to partial actions and their associated
crossed products).
Though our results hold only for ultragraph satisfying the above
conditions, we can associate a partial action to any ultragraph such
that G1 is infinite and s−1(r(e))C is finite for each e ∈ G1. So, from now
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on we assume that all ultragraphs satisfy these last two conditions.
Example 4.1 Let G1 = {ei}i∈N and G
0 = {vi}i∈N. Define s(ei) = vi
for each i and r(ei) = {vj : j ≥ i}. We show a picture of the ultragraph
G below.
t
>
>
v1
t
v2
t
v3
t
v4 . . .
. . .
. . .
e1
e2
In the example above s−1(r(ei))
C = {ej : j < i}, which is finite,
for each i ∈ N.
Notice that an ultragraph G with an infinite number of edges, and
such that s−1(r(e))C is finite for each edge e, has no sinks (that is,
there is no e ∈ G1 such that each vertex v ∈ r(e) is a sink). Moreover,
each finite path x ∈ Gn is an element of the shift space X associated
to G, so that, following Proposition 3.4,
X = G∞ ∪
∞⋃
n=1
Gn ∪ {Ø}.
Remark 4.2 If G is an ultragraph with an infinite number of edges
and such that s−1(r(e))C is finite for each edge e, then G satisfies
condition (L) (that is, each loop has an exit).
Next we start to set up the ground for the definition of a partial
action associated to an ultragraph G.
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Let F be the free group generated by G1 and let 0 be the neutral
element of F. Notice that, for each n ≥ 1, there is a copy of Gn =
{e1...en : s(ei) ∈ r(ei−1) ∀ 2 ≤ i ≤ n} inside F. Let W ⊆ F be the
union of all these copies.
Define the following subsets of X:
• X0 = X,
• Xa = {x ∈ X : x1...x|a| = a1...a|a|}, for each a ∈W ,
• Xa−1 = {x ∈ X : s(x) ∈ r(a)} ∪ {Ø}, for all a ∈W ,
• Xab−1 = {x ∈ X : x = ay and s(y) ∈ r(a) ∩ r(b)} ∪ {a}, for ab
−1
in the reduced form, with a, b ∈W and r(a) ∩ r(b) 6= ∅.
Proposition 4.3 Let G be an ultragraph such that G1 is infinite and
s−1(r(e))C is finite for each e ∈ G1. Then all the above sets Xα are
clopen.
Proof. We prove the result for Xab−1 , with ab
−1 in the reduced form,
a, b ∈W and r(a)∩r(b) 6= ∅ (notice that all other cases can be derived
from this one, if we informally allow a or b to be the neutral element
in F).
To check that Xab−1 is closed, let x
i be a sequence in Xab−1 con-
verging to x. If x = a we are done. If x 6= a then l(x) > l(a), so there
exists N > 0 such that, for all n ≥ N the (l(a) + 1) entry of xn is
equal to the (l(a) + 1) entry of x. Hence x ∈ Xab−1 .
Next we prove that each Xab−1 is open. Clearly, for each x ∈ Xab−1
different from a, any cylinder that contains x is contained in Xab−1 .
So we just have to check that a is an interior point of Xab−1 . For
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this, notice that F :=
(
s−1 (r(a) ∩ r(b))
)c
is finite and then Z(a, F ) ⊆
Xab−1 as desired. 
Associated to the sets Xα above we define the following maps:
• θ0 : X0 → X0 by θ0(x) = x, for all x ∈ X0,
• θa : Xa−1 → Xa by θa(Ø) = a, and θa(x) = ax for x 6= Ø,
• θa−1 : Xa → Xa−1 by θa−1(a) = Ø and θa−1(x) = x|a|+1x|a|+2...
for x 6= Ø,
• θba−1 : Xab−1 → Xba−1 by θba−1(a) = b and θba−1(x) = bx|a|+1x|a|+2...
for x 6= Ø.
Let V ⊆ F be the set V = {ab−1 : a, b ∈ W ∪ {0}}. One can
check that, for each g ∈ V , θg : Xg−1 → Xg is a homeomorphism.
Furthermore, θg(Xg−1 ∩Xh) ⊆ Xgh and θg(θh(x)) = θgh(x), for each
x ∈ X(gh)−1 ∩Xh−1 and g, h ∈ V .
Our aim is to define a partial action of F in the C*-algebra C(X).
With this in mind, for each t ∈ V , let Dt = C(Xt) and define βt :
Dt−1 → Dt by βt(f) = f ◦ θt−1 and, for each r ∈ F \ V , define Dr as
the null ideal of C(X) and βr as the null map from Dr−1 into Dr. We
now have:
Proposition 4.4 ({Dt}t∈F, {θt}t∈F) is a partial action of F in C(X).
Proof. First note that for each t ∈ V , since Xt is clopen and θt is a
homeomorphism, Dt is an ideal of C(X) and βt : Dt−1 → Dt is a C*-
isomorphism. Moreover, D0 = C(X) and β0 = IdC(X) by definition.
The conditions βg(Dg−1∩Dh) ⊆ Dgh and βg(βh(f)) = βgh(f), for each
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f ∈ D(gh)−1 ∩ Dh−1 , follow from the fact that θg(Xg−1 ∩ Xh) ⊆ Xgh
and θg(θh(x)) = θgh(x), for each x ∈ Xh−1 ∩X(gh)−1 and g, h ∈ V . 
Definition 4.5 Let G be an ultragraph such that G1 is infinite and
s−1(r(e))C is finite for each e ∈ G1. The partial crossed product asso-
ciated to G is the crossed product C(X)⋊β F arising from the partial
action given in proposition 4.4.
We prove in the next theorem that, under an additional assumption
on G, C(X) ⋊β F is isomorphic to the ultragraph C*-algebra C
∗(G).
First we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6 For each t, a ∈ F it holds that βt(1X
t−1
1Xa) = 1Xt1Xta
Proof. Given y ∈ X and U ⊂ X, denote by [y ∈ U ] the binary
function that is equal to 1 if y ∈ U and 0 if y /∈ U . Then, for each x ∈
X, we have that βt(1X
t−1
1Xa)(x) = (1Xt−11Xa)(θt−1(x)) = [θt−1(x) ∈
Xt−1 ∩Xa] = [x ∈ θt(Xt−1 ∩Xa)] = [x ∈ Xt ∩Xta] = 1Xt1Xta(x). 
Remark 4.7 From now on we assume that all ultragraphs have no
sinks and, for each v ∈ G0, s−1(v) is finite or s−1(v)C is finite.
The graph of Example 4.1 satisfies the condition of the previous
Remark. Below we give an example of an ultragraph that satisfies
the conditions of Proposition 4.4, but does not satisfy the condition
of Remark 4.7.
Example 4.8 Let G0 = {vi}i∈N, G
1 = {ei : i ≥ 2} ∪ {e1j : j ∈ N}
and define r(ei) = {vj : j ≥ i} for i ≥ 2; r(e1j) = G
0 for each j ≥ 1;
s(ei) = vi for each i ≥ 2 and s(e1j) = v1 for each j ≥ 1. We show a
picture of this ultragraph below.
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Notice that in the ultragraph above s−1(v1) = {e1j : j ∈ N},
which is infinite, and s−1(v1)
C = {ei : i ≥ 2}, which is also infinite.
Furthermore, s−1(r(e))C is finite for each edge e.
Definition 4.9 Let G be an ultragraph that satisfy all our standing
hypothesis. Notice that in this case, for each A ∈ G0 it holds that
either s−1(A) or s−1(A)c is finite. Define, for each A ∈ G0,
XA := {x ∈ X : s(x) ∈ A},
if s−1(A) is finite and
XA := {x ∈ X : s(x) ∈ A} ∪ {Ø}
if s−1(A)C is finite.
Remark 4.10 Note that each XA is clopen, since XA =
⋃
e∈s−1(A)
Xe,
if s−1(A) is finite and XA = (
⋃
e∈s−1(A)C
Xe)
C , if s−1(A)C is finite.
Furthermore, for each A,B ∈ G0, we have that XA ∩XB = XA∩B and
XA ∪XB = XA∪B.
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Theorem 4.11 Let G = (G0,G1, r, s) be an ultragraph without sinks
such that G1 is infinite, s−1(r(e))C is finite for each e ∈ G1 and, for
each v ∈ G0, s−1(v) is finite or s−1(v)C is finite. Then there exists
a *-isomorphism Φ : C∗(G) → C(X) ⋊β F such that Φ(PA) = 1XAδ0,
for all A ∈ G0, and Φ(Se) = 1Xeδe, for each e ∈ G
1.
Proof. We will define a *-homomorphism Φ : C∗(G) → C(X) ⋊β F.
Let, for each e ∈ G1, Φ(Se) := 1Xeδe and Φ(S
∗
e ) := 1Xe−1 δe−1 and,
for each A ∈ G0 define Φ(PA) := 1XAδ0. To see that Φ extends to
C∗(G), we need to verify that Φ satisfies the relations of the universal
C*-algebra C∗(G). We do this below.
For each A,B ∈ G0, notice that
Φ(A)Φ(B) = 1XAδ01XBδ0 = 1XA1XBδ0 = 1XA∩XBδ0 = 1XA∩Bδ0 = Φ(PA∩B)
and
Φ(PA∪B) = 1XA∪Bδ0 = (1XA+1XB−1XA∩XB )δ0 = Φ(PA)+Φ(PB)−Φ(PA∩B).
Now, for each e ∈ G1, notice that
Φ(Se)
∗Φ(Se) = 1X
e−1
δe−11Xeδe = 1Xe−1 δ0 = 1Xr(e)δ0 = Φ(Pr(e)).
Finally, since Φ(Se)Φ(Se)
∗ = 1Xeδ0, we have that {Φ(Se)}e∈G1 have
orthogonal ranges, Φ(Se)Φ(Se)
∗ ≤ Φ(Ps(e)) and Φ(Pv) =
∑
e∈s−1(v)
Φ(Se)Φ(Se)
∗
if 0 < |s−1(v)| <∞. So, by the universal property of C∗(G), we obtain
a *-homomorphism Φ : C∗(G)→ C(X)⋊β F.
To finish the proof we have to show that Φ is bijective. By [6, 17.11]
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we have that Φ(PA) 6= 0 and, since Φ is a *-homomorphism, PA 6=
0. Since the ultragraph satisfies condition (L), the Cuntz-Krieger
Uniqueness theorem (see [10, 6.7]), implies that Φ is injective.
It remains to show that Φ is surjective. Since, for each t ∈ F,
span{1Xt1Xa : a ∈W ∪ {0}} is dense in Dt, it is enough to show that
1Xt1Xaδt ∈ Im(Φ), where t = bc
−1 belongs to F, with b, c ∈W ∪ {0},
and a ∈W ∪{0}. So, let a, b, c ∈W ∪{0}. By applying the definition
of Φ and Lemma 4.6 it follows that
Φ(Sa)Φ(S
∗
a)Φ(Sb)Φ(Sc)
∗ = 1Xaδ01Xbc−1 δbc−1 = 1Xa1Xbc−1δbc−1
and hence Φ is surjective as desired. 
Theorem 4.12 Let G and G be two ultragraphs satisfying all the con-
ditions of Theorem 4.11. Let X be the shift space associated to G and
Y be the shift space associated to G. If X and Y are conjugated then
C∗(G) and C∗(G) are isomorphic C*-algebras.
Proof. By Theorem 4.11, C∗(G) is isomorphic to C(X) ⋊β F. So, it
is enough to obtain a *-isomorphism Ψ : C∗(G) → C(X) ⋊β F. Let
ψ : Y → X be a conjugacy. To obtain Ψ we use the universality of
C∗(G). Let us call the generators of C∗(G) by {pA}A∈G0 and {se}e∈G1 .
For each A ∈ G
0
define Ψ(pA) = 1ψ(YA)δ0.
Note that
Ψ(pA)Ψ(pB) = 1ψ(YA)1ψ(YB)δ0 = 1ψ(YA)∩ψ(YB)δ0 = 1ψ(YA∩YB)δ0
= 1ψ(YA∩B)δ0 = Ψ(pA∩B)
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and
Ψ(pA∪B) = 1ψ(YA∪YB)δ0 = 1ψ(YA)∪ψ(YB)δ0 = (1ψ(YA) + 1ψ(YB) − 1ψ(YA)∩ψ(YB))δ0
= 1ψ(YA)δ0 + 1ψ(YB)δ0 − 1ψ(YA∩YB)δ0 = Ψ(pA) + Ψ(pB)−Ψ(pA∩B).
We still need to define Ψ on Se. For this define, for each e ∈ G
1
,
He := {a ∈ G
1 : Xa ∩ ψ(Ye) 6= ∅} (which is a finite set, since ψ(Ye) is
compact and {Xa}a∈G1 is a disjoint open cover of ψ(Ye)) and define
Ψ(se) =
∑
a∈He
1Xa1ψ(Ye)δa.
Next we check that {Ψ(pA),Ψ(Se)} satisfy the remaining defining
relations of C*(G
1
).
Note that
Ψ(se)
∗Ψ(se) =
∑
a∈He
βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))δa−1
∑
b∈He
1Xb1ψ(Ye)δb
=
∑
a,b∈He
βa−1(βa(β
−1
a (1Xa1ψ(Ye)))1Xb1ψ(Ye))δa−1b
=
∑
a∈He
βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))δ0
.
The equality Ψ(se)
∗Ψ(se) = Ψ(pr(e)) now comes from the following
claim:
Claim 1:
∑
a∈He
βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye)) = 1ψ(Yr(e))
Let x ∈ X. Then
∑
a∈He
βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))(x) =
∑
a∈He
1X
a−1
(x)(1Xa1ψ(Ye))(θa(x)) =
=
∑
a∈He
[x ∈ Xa−1 ][θa(x) ∈ ψ(Ye)] =
∑
a∈He
[x ∈ Xa−1 ][ax ∈ ψ(Ye)] =
=
∑
a∈He
[x ∈ Xa−1 ][ψ
−1(ax) ∈ Ye].
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Since ψ−1 is a conjugacy then ψ−1(ax) = zaψ
−1(x) for some za ∈
G
1
and so ψ−1(ax) ∈ Ye if, and only if, za = e. Then
∑
a∈He
[x ∈
Xa−1 ][ψ
−1(ax) ∈ Ye] = 0 or
∑
a∈He
[x ∈ Xa−1 ][ψ
−1(ax) ∈ Ye] = 1. We
want to show that
∑
a∈He
[x ∈ Xa−1 ][ψ
−1(ax) ∈ Ye] = [x ∈ ψ(Yr(e))],
for each x ∈ X.
Fix an x ∈ X. Suppose that
∑
a∈He
[x ∈ Xa−1 ][ψ
−1(ax) ∈ Ye] = 1.
If x = Ø then [x ∈ ψ(Yr(e))] = 1, since Ø ∈ Yr(e). So, let x 6= Ø.
Then ψ−1(ax) = zaψ
−1(x) = eψ−1(x), from where it follows that
s(ψ−1(x)) ∈ r(e) and hence [x ∈ ψ(Yr(e))] = 1.
Now, let x ∈ X be such that [x ∈ ψ(Yr(e))] = 1. If x = Ø then
one of the elements of He is a = ψ(e) and, for this a, we have that
[Ø ∈ Xa−1 ][ψ
−1(aØ) ∈ Ye] = 1. Furthermore, for x = Ø, ψ
−1(ax)
has lenght one for every a ∈ He, so that [ψ
−1(ax) ∈ Ye] = 0 for all
a 6= ψ(e). So, we may suppose x 6= Ø. Since [x ∈ ψ(Yr(e))] = 1
then ψ−1(x) ∈ Yr(e) and hence eψ
−1(x) ∈ Ye, from where we obtain
that ψ(eψ−1(x)) ∈ ψ(Ye). Since ψ(Ye) ⊆
⋃
a∈He
Xa then ψ(eψ
−1(x)) ∈
Xae , for some ae ∈ He, what implies that ψ(eψ
−1(x)) = aex for
some x ∈ X
a−1e
. Moreover, ψ−1(aex) = eψ
−1(x) ∈ Ye, so that [x ∈
X
a−1e
][ψ−1(aex) ∈ Ye] = 1 and hence
∑
a∈He
[x ∈ Xa−1 ][ψ
−1(ax) ∈ Ye] =
1. Therefore the claim is proved.
To verify that {Ψ(pA),Ψ(Se)} satisfy relations 3 and 4 defining
C*(G
1
) we need the following auxiliary result:
Claim 2: For each e ∈ G
1
, and for each w ∈
∞⋃
n=1
G
n
such that s(e) ∈
r(e), it holds that Ψ(se)Ψ(se)
∗ = 1ψ(Ye)δ0 and Ψ(se)1ψ(Yw)Ψ(se)
∗ =
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1ψ(Yew)δ0
First we compute Ψ(se)1ψ(Yw)Ψ(se)
∗:
Psi(se)Ψ(se)
∗ =
∑
a∈He
1Xa1ψ(Ye)δa
∑
b∈He
1ψ(Yw)βb−1(1Xb1ψ(Ye))δb−1
=
∑
a,b∈He
βa(βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))1ψ(Yw)βb−1(1Xb1ψ(Ye)))δab−1 .
Note that for each x = ay ∈ Xab−1 ,
βa(βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))1ψ(Yw)βb−1(1Xb1ψ(Ye)))(x) =
= 1Xa(ay)1ψ(Ye)(ay)1ψ(Yw)(y)1Xb(by)1ψ(Ye)(by) =
= 1ψ(Ye)(ay)1ψ(Yw)(y)1ψ(Ye)(by) =
= [ψ−1(ay) ∈ Ye][ψ
−1(y) ∈ Yw][ψ
−1(by) ∈ Ye].
For a 6= b, if ψ−1(ay) ∈ Ye then ψ
−1(ay) = eψ−1(y) and so ψ−1(by) /∈
Ye, because otherwise ψ
−1(by) = eψ−1(y) = ψ−1(ay), which is impos-
sible since ψ−1 is injective.
Hence, for a 6= b we have that
βa(βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))1ψ(Yw)βb−1(1Xb1ψ(Ye)))(x) = 0.
On the other hand, if a = b then
βa(βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))1ψ(Yw)βb−1(1Xb1ψ(Ye)))(x) = 1ψ(Ye)(x)1Xa(x)1ψ(Yw)(y).
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Now, notice that for x = ay ∈ Xa we have that
1ψ(Ye)(x)1Xa(x)1ψ(Yw)(y) = [ay ∈ ψ(Ye)][y ∈ ψ(Yw)] =
= [ψ−1(ay) ∈ Ye][ψ
−1(y) ∈ Yw] = [ψ
−1(ay) ∈ Yew] =
= [ay ∈ ψ(Yew)] = 1ψ(Yew)(x)
and hence, for a = b, we have that
βa(βa−1(1Xa1ψ(Ye))1ψ(Yw)βb−1(1Xb1ψ(Ye)))(x) = 1Xa1ψ(Yew)(x),
for all x ∈ X. Therefore,
Ψ(se)1ψ(Yw)Ψ(se)
∗ =
∑
a∈He
1Xa1ψ(Yew)δ0 = 1ψ(Yew)δ0,
where the last equality follows from the fact that ψ(Yew) ⊆ ψ(Ye) ⊆
⋃
a∈He
Xa.
The equality Φ(se)Φ(se)
∗ = 1ψ(Ye)δ0 follows analogously, by re-
placing 1ψ(Yw) by 1X . This finishes the proof of Claim 2.
Now, notice that Claim 2 readily implies that Ψ(se)Ψ(se)
∗ ≤ Ψ(ps(e)),
since Ye ⊆ Ys(e). Moreover, also by Claim 2, {Ψ(se)}e∈G1 is a family
of partial isometries with orthogonal ranges.
Finally, for v ∈ G
0
such that 0 < |s−1(v)| < ∞, since Yv =
⋃
e∈s−1(v)
Ye, we have that
Ψ(pv) = 1ψ(Yv)δ0 =
∑
e∈s−1(v)
1ψ(Ye)δ0 =
∑
e∈s−1(v)
Ψ(se)Ψ(se)
∗.
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By the universality of C∗(G), we obtain a *-homomorphism, which
we also call Ψ, from C∗(G) to C(X) ⋊β F. By [6, 17.11], Ψ(pA) =
1ψ(YA)δ0 6= 0 for each A ∈ G
0. Since Ψ is a *-homomorphism then
pA 6= 0 for each A ∈ G
0. So, it follows from [10, 6.7] that Ψ is *-
isomorphism from C∗(G) to the sub-algebra of C(X) ⋊β F generated
by {Ψ(pA)}A∈G and {Ψ(se)}e∈G1 .
It remains to prove that Ψ is surjective.
Note that span{1Y , 1Yw : w ∈
∞⋃
n=1
G
n
} is dense in C(Y ) and, since
ψ : Y → X is a homeomorphism, we have that span{1X , 1ψ(Yw) :
w ∈
∞⋃
n=1
G
n
} is dense in C(X). Let w = e1...em ∈
∞⋃
n=1
G
n
. By
induction over the length of w, together with Claim 2, we obtain
that Ψ(se1)...Ψ(sem)Ψ(sem)
∗...Ψ(se1)
∗ = 1ψ(Yw)δ0. Moreover, Ψ(1) =
Ψ(p
G
0) = 1ψ(Y
G
0 )δ0 = 1ψ(Y )δ0 = 1Xδ0.
By the density of span{1X , 1ψ(Yw) : w ∈
∞⋃
n=1
G
n
} in C(X) it follows
that C(X)δ0 ⊆ Im(Ψ). In particular, 1Xaδ0 ∈ Im(Ψ) for each a ∈ G
1.
Next, fix a b ∈ G1. Note that {ψ(Ye)}e∈G1 is an open disjoint cover
of the compact set Xb. Let H := {e ∈ G
1
: ψ(Ye) ∩Xb 6= ∅}, which is
finite since Xb is compact. Then
∑
e∈H
1Xbδ0Ψ(se) ∈ Im(Ψ) and
∑
e∈H
1Xbδ0Ψ(se) =
∑
e∈H
∑
a∈He
1Xb1Xa1ψ(Ye)δa =
∑
e∈H
1Xb1ψ(Ye)δb = 1Xbδb,
where the last equality is true since Xb ⊆
⋃
e∈H
ψ(Ye).
So, it follows that {1Xaδa : a ∈ G
1} ⊆ Im(Ψ) and, since C(X)δ0 ⊆
Im(Ψ), in particular {1XAδ0 : A ∈ G
0} ⊆ Im(Ψ). By Theorem 4.11,
the elements {1Xaδa}a∈G1 and {1XAδ0}A∈G0 generate C(X)⋊β F and
hence Ψ is surjective. 
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5 Shifts of finite type and ultragraphs.
In this section we produce two shifts of finite type that are not
eventually finite periodic conjugate to an edge shift of a graph. We
also show that a graph edge shift of finite type is always a full shift,
while this is not true for ultragraph edge shifts of finite type. Before
we proceed we recall the reader the methods used to compute the
K-theory of ultragraph C*-algebras, as described in [7].
Let G = (G0,G1, r, s) be an ultragraph. We denote by ZG the
(algebraic) subalgebra of l∞(G0,Z) generated by {δv : v ∈ G
0} ∪
{χr(e) : e ∈ G
1}. In [7] it is proved that ZG = {
n∑
k=1
zkχAk : n ∈ N, zk ∈
Z, Ak ∈ G
0}. A vertex v ∈ G0 is said to be regular if 0 < |s−1(v)| <∞
and the set of all regular vertices is denoted by G0rg.
Theorem 5.1 [7, Theorem 5.4] Let G = (G0,G1, r, s) be an ultra-
graph. We define ∂ : ZG
0
rg → ZG by ∂(δv) = δv −
∑
e∈s−1(v) χr(e) for
v ∈ G0rg. Then we have K0 (C
∗(G)) = coker(∂) and K1 (C
∗(G)) =
ker(∂).
Notice that for the full shift, which can be represented by the edge
shift of a graph with one vertex and countable number of loops, theK0
group of the associated C*-algebra is Z, since the map ∂ of definition
5.1 is the zero map and there are no regular vertices in this graph.
Let G be the ultragraph of example 2.2, that is G is the ultragraph
with a countable number of vertices, say G0 = {vi}i∈N, and edges such
that s(ei) = vi for all i, r(e1) = {v3, v4, v5, . . .} and r(ej) = G
0 for all
j 6= 1. Our goal is to show that the K0 group of C
∗(G) is different
from Z. We will show, using the theorem above, that this group has
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torsion.
Proposition 5.2 K0(C
∗(G)) = Z⊕ Z2.
Proof. To compute K0 we need to compute the map ∂ and its coker-
nel. Notice that in G all vertices are regular, since they emit only one
edge.
Now, ∂(δv1) = δv1 − χG0\{v1,v2} and, for each vertex vj with j 6=
1, we have that ∂(δvj ) = δvj − χG0 . Therefore the function χG0 is
equivalent to δvj , which is equivalent to δvk for all j, k 6= 1, and δv1 is
equivalent to χG0\{v1,v2}. Furthermore,
∂(δv1−δv2) = δv1−δv2−χG0\{v1,v2}+χG0 = δv1−δv2+δv1+δv2 = 2δv1 ,
so that 2δv1 ∈ Im(∂) and hence 2δv1 = 0 in coker(∂).
From the observations above we see that coker(∂) is generated by
the class of δv1 and δv2 . To finish the proof all we need to do is show
that the classes δv1 and nδv2 , n ∈ Z, are non-zero, that is, we need to
show that δv1 and nδv2 , n ∈ Z, are not in the image of ∂.
Suppose δv1 ∈ Im(∂). Then there exists ci ∈ Z, which eventually
vanish, such that
δv1 =
∑
ci∂(δvi) = c1δv1 − c1χG0\{v1,v2} +
∑
i 6=1
ciδvi − ciχG0 . (1)
Evaluating the above equation at vj we obtain that
1 = c1 −
∑
i 6=1 ci,
0 = c2 −
∑
i 6=1 ci,
0 = −c1 + cj −
∑
i 6=1 ci, for j 6= 2.
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The last equation above implies that cj = ck for all j 6= 3 and, since
they vanish eventually, this implies that cj = 0 for all j ≥ 3. Also
this equation now implies that c1+ c2 = 0 and the first equation gives
us that 1 = c1 − c2. Therefore c2 = −
1
2 and c1 =
1
2 , a contradiction
(since all ci should be integers).
To prove that for every for non-zero integer n the function nδv2 is
not in the image of ∂ one proceeds analogously, evaluating equation 1
(with the left side replaced with nδv2) on the vertices {vi} and deriving
a contradiction. 
Example 5.3 Let G1 be the ultragraph with a countable number of
vertices, say G0 = {vi}i∈N, and edges e0, e1, e2, . . . such that s(e0) =
v1, s(ei) = vi for all i > 0, r(e0) = G
0 \ {v2}, r(e1) = r(e2) =
G0 \ {v1, v2} and r(ej) = G
0 for all j > 2.
Proposition 5.4 The K0 group of (C
∗(G1)) has torsion.
Proof. As before we need to compute the map ∂. Notice that ∂(δv1) =
δv1 −χG0\{v2}−χG0\{v1,v2} = −2χG0\{v1,v2}, ∂(δv2) = δv2 −χG0\{v1,v2}
and, for each vertex vj with j > 2, ∂(δvj ) = δvj − χG0 .
From the above it is clear that the class of δv2 is the same as the
class of χG0\{v1,v2} in the cokernel of ∂ and that this class has torsion.
All is left to do is to show that δv2 is not in the image of ∂. So suppose
that δv2 ∈ Im(∂). Then there exists ci ∈ Z, which eventually vanish,
such that
δv2 = c1(−2χG0\{v1,v2})+ c2(δv2 −χG0\{v1,v2})+
∑
i>2
ciδvi − ciχG0 . (2)
Evaluating the above equation at vj, j > 2, we obtain that all ck = 0
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for k > 2. Also we get that −2c1 − c2 = 0 and from equation 2
evaluated at v2 we have that c2 = 1. These combined imply that
c1 = −
1
2 , which is not an integer. Therefore δv2 is not in the image of
∂ as desired. 
We now have all the ingredients to prove our main theorem:
Theorem 5.5 Let A be an infinite alphabet and ΣA be the one sided
full shift as in [8]. Then there exists subshifts of finite type of ΣA
that are not conjugate, via an eventually finite periodic conjugacy, to
an edge shift of a graph. In particular, the shifts of finite type given
as the edge shifts of the ultragraphs in examples 2.2 and 5.3 are not
eventually finite periodic conjugate to an edge shift of a graph.
Proof. Let A = {ai} be a countable alphabet, F = {a1a1, a1a2} and
consider the shift of finite type XF as described in section 2.1. It is
straightforward to check that XF is conjugate to the edge shift of the
ultragraph G given in example 2.2.
Suppose that XF is eventually finite periodic conjugate to an edge
shift of a graph. Then, by proposition 3.5, the edge shift of the graph
is a full shift and therefore conjugate to the edge shift of a graph
with one vertex and countable number of loops. By theorem 4.12,
the C*-algebras associated to the ultragraph of example 2.2 and the
graph describing the full shift are isomorphic and hence have the same
K-theory. But K0(C
∗(G)) has torsion, as showed in Proposition 5.2,
while K0 of the graph associated to the full shift is Z. We obtain
therefore a contradiction and henceXF is not eventually finite periodic
conjugate to the edge shift of a graph.
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The proof that the shift arising as the edge shift of the ultragraph
given in example 5.3 is not eventually finite periodic conjugate to the
edge shift of a graph is analogous to what is done above. 
Next we show that a graph edge shift of finite type is always a full
shift.
Proposition 5.6 Let XE be an edge shift of a graph E, where E
1 is
infinite. Suppose XE is a shift of finite type. Then XE is the full shift
ΣE1.
Proof. Recall that XE is equal to XF , where F := {ef : r(e) 6= s(f).
Also, since X is a SFT, there exists a finite set of forbidden words G
such that X = XG. Since XE is a SFT, each forbidden word ef ∈ F
must be a subblock of some forbidden word in G (otherwise there
would be infinitely many gi ∈ E
1 such that efgi ∈ XG and hence
ef ∈ XG). So F is also a finite set.
Now, let e, f ∈ E1. Since E1 is infinite and F is finite, there exists
edges e1 and e2 such that r(e) = s(e1) = r(f) and s(e) = r(e2) = s(f).
So, all the edges have the same range and the same source. Again,
since F is finite, there exists at least one loop in E and hence all the
edges are loops based on the same vertex. Hence XE = ΣE1 . 
We finalize the paper showing that the result above is not true for
ultragraph edge shifts of finite type.
Proposition 5.7 There exists an ultragraph edge shift of finite type
which is not conjugated to any full shift.
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Proof. Let XG be the edge shift of the ultragraph G of Example 2.2.
Note that XG is a shift of finite type (the set of forbidden words is
{e1e1, e1e2}). Suppose that XG is conjugated to a full shift ΣA. As
before, we can see ΣA as the edge shift space associated to the graph
E consisting of a bouquet of loops with same range. By Theorem 4.11,
C∗(G) and C∗(E) are isomorphic C*-algebras, but this is impossible,
since K0(C
∗(E)) = Z and, by Proposition 5.2, K0(C
∗(G) = Z ⊕ Z2.
Hence XG is not conjugated to a full shift. 
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